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In this edition:
- From the Board
- Comrades in the News
- More service and research (Berry Swarthoff & Herman Sligman)
- Commemoration start Operation Veritable
- upcoming
There are far more photos of previous events on our website. To have a look: click here.

The main objective of our Branch is to fulfill an active role during commemorations at Canadian
and other allied military cemeteries, monuments and ceremonies where fallen soldiers from
World War II are remembered.
In this edition we focus on two Knights 4th Class in the Military Order of William.
The highest Dutch Military decoration.
Both were awarded posthumously.

L/Cpl. Howard Reginald Myatt
And
Major Hugh Philip Falloon
Unfortunately, we can’t give these two heroes a ‘’face”.

Who were they?
Where were they?
What did they do?
Here you can read what we could find out!

Editors: Herman Sligman – Ruud Janssen

mail: redactie@rcl005.nl

Message from the Executive room,
It is already springtime and after a week of artic weather the
executive had a meeting to deal with the Branch business at hand.
Some of use traveled of to our club house and others had the option to stay in their social COVID-19
bubble and joint on-line via Teams.
I should have invested into these technology stock such as Zoom, Microsoft or DocuSign.
During this meeting we discussed the current situation of remembrance events and cancellation or
postponement by many organisations. We feel that we must be flexible in this and when we can
participate and are invited, we should act then rapidly. Members will be informed on dates, times,
places as soon as these are available.
We did receive information that the liberation parade on May 5, 2021 in Wageningen will not take
place this year.
Furthermore, as Branch we in the planning stages of our Annual General Membership meeting for the
end of March with an alternative date for the end of May. Members will be informed separate with
details and information on this meeting.
Although we cannot be physical part of remembrance services, we can still have a moment that day in
private. Dates that come in mind are not only Dutch but Canadian dates as well such as 9 April Vimy
Ridge. Lots of them have some sort of online session and this can be found on the organization’s
websites.
Stay safe and healthy,
For the Executive,

Martin Reelick
President
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 005
The Liberation of the Netherlands
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Comrade in the News.

The hostess and host of "our clubhouse" will be highlighted in a different way in this edition.
They were guests on the regional channel “all 1 TV”.
Not as owners of their Canadian restaurant, but as initiators and "operators "of the Liberation
Museum in Lochem.
This is a "must see" for anyone with a little understanding of the hard-fought freedom we know and
the sacrifices that have been made for.
The Liberation Museum helps to keep the memory alive.
To listen to the interview click on the photo above for the link.
(Sorry comrades oversea, it’s in Dutch)
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More service and research.
Joint action by Berry Swarthoff and Herman Sligman.
We can also mention some results in this edition.
It started in December 2020 with an email that was received by Branch 005.
A resident of Welland, Ontario, son of a WWII veteran, inquired about a "medal" that would have
been awarded on the occasion of the 70th Anniversary of Liberty.
His father had died years ago and the son was setting up a "shadowbox".
The usual medals and badges were in his possession.
The questioner had heard from other veterans who had visited the Netherlands
about such a memorial medal.
Using the knowledge of comrade Berry Swarthoff, we discovered relatively
quickly that he meant the ,,medal” of which you can see a photo on the right.
Then everything went quickly.
Berry Swarthoff (who else?) could miss one more, so:

From: Herman Sligman
Sent: January 16, 2021 11:55 AM
To: Bill
Subject: Re: Step by step
Thanks for response.
Would you appreciate to receive this rememberings badge?
We have still two in stock, however one we want to keep for our own collection.
If ,, yes,, please mail me your postage info.

Bill’s answer:
I would appreciate it from the deepest part of my heart.
Bill McLeod
35 Hatter Ave,
Welland, Ontario
Canada, L3C 3P4
I have contacted the RCL br613 to try and get them to supply information. Any I do get I will Pass
on to you.
Bill McLeod
Canada

Meanwhile the item has been delivered to Bill by post.
(Comment Berry: nothing better than a happy customer!)
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The next search started with an email to Branch 005 that was forwarded by the President.
In short:
It concerned a question about a Canadian unit that had moved from Italy in 1945 to the area
described as "Over Betuwe". Fortunately, a snippet of a name was mentioned so we could quickly trace
the unit’s name:
11th Canadian Armored Regiment, also known as ‘’Ontario Regiment”.
The questioner was looking for, preferably, a personal report from a
tank officer who had recorded something about the events in midMarch-April 1945 in the vicinity of Haalderen - Gendt.
“Piece of cake”, of course. (sic)
Information about the Ontario Regiment was quickly found, as was a
list of the honours, awarded in World War II.
We chose a name from that list; intuitive or very well considered?
Anyway: direct hit!
Lieutenant Harry Ward MacDonald was awarded the Military Cross on April 13, 1945.
This because of his actions during the liberation of Arnhem. (Operation Quick Anger)

Why was this, in our opinion, a perfect hit?
Because Harry MacDonald and his girlfriend, Jacquelyn Ruth Robinson, exchanged hundreds of
letters between 1941 and 1945. They had met at a parade in Vancouver in May 1941.
Much of the information from these letters has been put on the Internet by a grandson. These can
be found when you activate the link below.
Just activate this:

https://thewalrus.ca/love-letters/

Harry also wrote, as much as he could justify, about their actions and about the
places where he was and/or had been.
Click on the photo on the right for a video for more about Harry.
On March 9, 1944 he wrote a letter that ended with:
“I love you, Jacquie, more than I can say. Will you marry me? ”
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On April 23, 1944, Harry received a letter from Canada.
It was Jacqui's answer he'd been waiting for.
“Dear Harry,”
There is a letter in front of me that just arrived today. The most
wonderful letter in the world, I just can't find words to tell you
how wonderful it is. I have read it at least a dozen times in the
last hour and I'm afraid I am still drying up the tears”.
We have also put the questioner on this track, but
unfortunately we have not received an answer from him so
far.
What about Harry and Jacquelyn? What do you think?

An email to the Branch at the end of 2020 came from a student. With her study group she wanted to
study the theme: CANLOAN OFFICERS.
In general and in particular in those involved in MARKET GARDEN.
We sent her our column we published in edition 2020-02/03. We also sent her an overview of
CANLOANS buried in the Netherlands. With the note that those, who have a resting place in the
Arnhem Oosterbeek War Cemetery, almost certainly lost their lives in this operation.
We did a little more. We did our best to obtain a copy of the book "CODEWORD CANLOAN", which
we wanted to offer it to the group if necessary.
With a fair amount of effort we were able to purchase the book through a dealer in second-hand
books in Canada. (The shipping costs were higher than the price of the book.)
However:
We have not had any reaction so far.
(Personally, I’m a little disappointed. Only a short message that you've seen the information isn't too
much to ask, right? - HS.)
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Commemoration starts Operation Veritable.
Within the guidelines of COVID-19.
We would have liked to see it differently. Despite the very limited possibilities, it was gratifying to
experience that the start of Operation Veritable nevertheless received attention. Omroep Berg en
Dal (the local broadcast foundation) had put a lot of effort into compilations of recordings to bring
this fact to the attention.
The live connection with Canada that had been established gave the whole a special accent.
By clicking the picture above you can activate the link to watch the video.
Partly in Dutch, partly in English.
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UPCOMING.

All events with a proviso.
March 28:

Annual General Meeting Lochem

March 31:

Commemoration Etten

April 13:

Commemoration Posterenk

April 17:

Commemoration Apeldoorn ‘t Sluisje

N.B. consult the agenda on our website and for the latest news: have a look on our Facebook account
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